Abstract-Virtually all network applications requiring reliable end-toend communication depend on TCP. Unfortunately, the performance of any stock TCP is abysmal over wide-area networks (WANs) and even over localarea networks (LANs) with very high-bandwidth links. Currently, network researchers manually optimize TCP buffer sizes to achieve acceptable performance over a given connection. Unfortunately, this manual optimization requires changes to the kernel on both end hosts involved in the network connection (changes that are only effective for connections between these two hosts). Furthermore, because two administrative domains must be coordinated to perform this optimization, this process can be tedious and time consuming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, TCP has become the ubiquitous transport protocol for the Internet. 1 However, stock TCP performs abysmally over high-bandwidth or high-delay links. As a result, the performance of application infrastructures such as computational grids [1] and high-volume web servers, which are built on TCP, is crippled.
To address this problem, grid and network researchers continue to manually optimize buffer sizes to keep the network pipe full, and thus achieve acceptable performance [2] , [3] . Although such tuning can increase delivered throughput by an order of magnitude, it requires kernel-configuration changes that cannot be made by the end user. Instead, system administrators at the source and destination hosts must separately configure their systems to use large buffers, a tedious and time consuming process. Furthermore, manual tuning only works for the pair of hosts that are tuned. We propose a straightforward modification to TCP that automatically and transparently addresses the above problems while maintaining connection semantics and the ubiquitously deployed features of TCP.
To this end, we first briefly discuss TCP, focusing on its flowand congestion-control mechanisms and problems with current implementations. We then discuss our approach and its implications, followed by our experiments and results. We finish with related work and conclusions.
A. TCP Flow and Congestion Control
TCP relies on two mechanisms, flow and congestion control, to set its transmission rate. Flow control ensures that the sender does not overrun the receiver's available buffer space while congestion control ensures that the sender does not unfairly overrun the network's available bandwidth. TCP implements these mechanisms via a flow-control window (fwnd) and congestioncontrol window (cwnd).
Specifically, TCP calculates an effective window (ewnd) as ewnd ≡ min(f wnd, cwnd) and then sends data at a rate of ewnd/RT T , where RT T is the round-trip time of the connection. While the cwnd varies dynamically as the network state changes, fwnd has always been static. Ideally, fwnd should vary with the bandwidth-delay product of the network.
B. The Failure of TCP
Historically, a static fwnd sufficed as all communication occurred over networks with low bandwidth-delay products. Setting fwnd to small values allowed acceptable performance while wasting little memory. Today, most operating systems set fwnd ≈ 64KB, the largest window available without scaling [4] . Yet bandwidth-delay products range between a few bytes (56Kbps × 5ms → 36B) and a few megabytes (622.08M bps × 100ms → 7.8MB). In the first case, we can waste over 99% of memory allocated (36B/64KB = 0.05%). In the latter case, we waste 99% of the network bandwidth (64KB/7.8MB = 0.80%).
During the life of a connection, network delay changes (due to transitory queueing and congestion) implying that the bandwidth-delay product also changes. Thus a fixed value for fwnd is never ideal; selecting a fixed value forces an implicit decision to (1) underallocate memory and underutilize the network or (2) overallocate memory and waste system resources. Clearly, the solution is to dynamically and transparently adapt fwnd to achieve good performance without wasting network or memory resources.
TCP suffers from problems other than the static fwnd, including self-similar (chaotic) behavior [5] , [6] , [7] and a slowlyconverging, additive-increase period.
2 These congestion-control problems are serious and will appear in our results, but they are orthogonal to the problem that we addressing here, namely static flow-control windows. However, we are working on solutions to congestion control, as are others [8] , [9] , [10] .
2 For a 8MB bandwidth-delay product, convergence to the optimal bandwidth can take as long as (8MB × 
II. DYNAMIC RIGHT-SIZING
Ideally, the transmission window (ewnd) should be limited only by the congestion window (cwnd). Recall that ewnd ≡ min(f wnd, cwnd), so network utilization is maximized when fwnd ≥ cwnd, and memory use is most efficient when fwnd = cwnd.
For simulation purposes, we could simply set fwnd = cwnd. In our implementation, however, we provide some leeway (|cwnd−fwnd| < δ) due to the nonzero overhead of memory allocation and deallocation. For δ sufficiently small, we can reproduce the performance of dynamically sizing flow-control windows in these simulations.
We refer to the process of dynamically sizing flow-control windows as dynamic right-sizing [11] and use the algorithm below to implement it.
Let awnd ≡ receiver's advertised window (which is used to set fwnd at the sender) cwnd ≡ sender's congestion window maxwnd ≡ maximum amount of memory that any one connection can utilize. At the source, fwnd = min(cwnd, awnd, maxwnd). At the destination, awnd ≥ 2 × cwnd if sender in slow start awnd ≥ cwnd + 1 if sender in additive increase.
We modify the sender only by adding the parameter maxwnd, limiting the sending rate when administrators are unwilling to dedicate the resources required. With this formula, maxwnd can be viewed as the maximum flow window or the maximum congestion window. We use maxwnd to simulate the problem of sharing limited memory among multiple connections. In practice, it is unlikely to be used; instead a fairness algorithm would control memory allocation among competing connections.
The receiver must infer the TCP state and congestion window of the sender. This can be done by observing time stamps on received packets and calculating mean transfer rates over the last several RTTs. To conserve memory, awnd can be reduced a few RTTs after a multiplicative decrease is detected (enough time for packets buffered in the network to reach the receiver).
A. Benefits of Dynamic Right-Sizing
The major benefits of dynamic right-sizing include improved memory and network performance. Our approach also gives full and valid interoperability with other TCP implementations and transparency to the user (i.e., no complex administration) and is also provably fair.
Other approaches either affect TCP semantics [12] or are specialized non-TCP protocols that are obviously not interoperable, particularly over the wide-area network (WAN), e.g., VIA [13] . For significant performance improvements, TCP implementations require the window-scaling extensions [4] , but this technique works without them.
Often, system administration is just an irritating inconvenience, but sometimes it is more than that. When firewalls are involved, connections between hosts on opposite sides are often broken into two connections -one from the source to the firewall and another from the firewall to the destination. So, regardless of the settings at the hosts, the firewall will be the bottleneck. Because firewalls are typically controlled by securityminded administrators, changing the firewall configuration can be difficult. If the firewall is under the control of a different institution, it may simply be impossible. Using dynamic right-sizing (as part of TCP) in the firewall makes this problem disappear.
Our approach is fair with respect to TCP Reno; we implement dynamic right-sizing in TCP Reno and do not alter its additiveincrease, multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) mechanism. Specialized protocols like VIA cannot make this claim. Although flows using dynamic right-sizing acquire more bandwidth than those without it, that does not make it unfair. Flows that properly configure both endpoints should receive better performance than misconfigured flows. Dynamic right-sizing automatically makes the proper adjustments to flow-control windows, so we expect better performance with dynamically right-sized flows than for generally misconfigured static flows.
More rigorously, we use the following measure of fairness: Flows should acquire bandwidth proportional to the resources (in our case, memory) they dedicate to the connection. Thus, even if dynamic right-sizing reduces the share of bandwidth utilized by static flows, dynamic right-sizing would still be fair (since all the static flows would have to do to compete is to increase the memory allotted to their flow-control windows).
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this study, we simulate and analyze three general cases that show the effects of incremental adoption of dynamic rightsizing:
• All connections use static flow-control windows, i.e., today's Internet.
• Some connections use static flow-control windows while others use dynamic flow-control windows.
• All connections use dynamic flow-control windows. Figure 1 shows the generic topology over which we run our simulation experiments. Links run at 100Mbps with 10ms delay in one set of experiments; in the other 1Gbps with 16ms delay. The RTTs for these experiments are 60ms and 96ms, respectively, representative of physically long connections present in the global Internet. Buffer space available in network queues heavily influences TCP Reno's performance. This is due to the bursty nature of the traffic generated by TCP Reno [6] , [7] causing dramatic variation in queue lengths. To study these effects, we simulate queue 0-7803-7128-3/01/$10.00 (C) 2001sizes of 100, 500, and 16,384 packets in routers R1 and R2. The latter queue size represents an ideal router where packets are never dropped. Host buffers are set to not drop packets locally. All nodes used a drop-tail queueing algorithm; use of random early detection (RED) gateways did not noticeably change the overall results.
For static flows, we set fwnd to the default of 64KB. All flows are one-way, constant bit rate (CBR) transmissions at the link speed (100 Mbps or 1000 Mbps) from sources S i to destinations D j where i, j ∈ [1, n] . Use of other traffic models such as Poisson or Pareto, or the inclusion of reverse path traffic [14] did not produce significantly different results. We believe that it is unlikely that traffic patterns alone would cause significant differences between TCP with and without dynamic right-sizing.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experimental results in this section will show that TCP flows with dynamic right-sizing outperform flows without it. As a uniform basis for comparison, we track the delivered bandwidth at the receiver (as measured by the number of acknowledgement packets returned to the sender) as a function of maxwnd. We also consider performance with respect to link utilization, packet loss, and fairness among flows.
We structure our discussion as follows. We first discuss the current situation on the Internet where all flow-control windows are static in size, i.e., static flows. We then consider a head-tohead comparison of static flows vs. dynamic flows, i.e., dynamically right-sized flows. Lastly, we evaluate situations that would exist with incremental adoption of dynamic right-sizing.
A. Static Only
Over the 100Mbps topology, at most 1,666,666 packets can be sent during our 200-second simulation. This is shown as the maximum value on the y-axis in Figure 2 . Each point in these figures represents an independent TCP simulation for the given maximum congestion window. The use of the line segments to connect the points represents the expected continuity when simulations are run at intermediate points (which we validated by several tests). For the 1000Mbps simulation, the value is ten times larger. 16,666,666 ≈ 0.55% of what is available over the 100Mbps and 1000Mbps topologies, respectively! This is obviously atrocious and motivates the current laborious practice of hand-tuning connections. Using dynamic right-sizing would automatically increase fwnd, and hence, ewnd appropriately, without the waste of memory that manual tuning would incur.
The above behavior is clarified by the following analysis. With a fixed 64KB fwnd (i.e., 44 standard Ethernet packets), ewnd cannot grow beyond 64KB even though cwnd can. Thus, the performance of the static flow is uniform no matter how large cwnd grows beyond 64KB. And with the bandwidth-delay products of the 100Mbps and 1000Mbps networks being at least 500 and 5000 packets, respectively (more with realistic queueing delays), the static fwnd throttles bandwidth to at most 44 500 ≈ 8.8% and 44 5000 ≈ 0.88% of what is available over the 100Mbps and 1000Mbps topologies, respectively. These percentages decrease further with increased bandwidth-delay products caused by realistic queueing delays. Figure 3 presents results for one flow of each type and queue sizes of 100 and 500 packets over the 100Mbps network. We vary fwnd from 50 packets to 700 packets, sizes corresponding to window sizes of 73KB (i.e., just larger than the static flow window size of 64 KB) up to 1 MB. This case most clearly shows the interaction between flows using static and dynamic flow-control windows. While the graph of cwnd for the static flow is smooth curve, it is highly variable for the dynamic flow. This occurs due to the use of slow-start restart. The dynamic flow enters slow start at the beginning of the transmission, allows its congestion window to grow up to the limit of 650 packets, which then allows a large burst onto the network, and produces loss rates of up to 27%. The dynamic flow interprets this as a sign of heavy congestion and temporarily backs off completely, but when it attempts to continue transmission, it again uses the slow-start mechanism, and the cycle continues. This is a problem with TCP and the AIMD mechanism. If we turned off slow-start restart, performance would improve, but it would be a point-specific solution. In many cases, slowstart restart actually helps performance. This problem is unfortunately brought to the forefront by the use of dynamic rightsizing. Note that hand-tuning these connections would do even worse as a window must be selected before the transient connection dynamics are known. Furthermore, even the "bad" part of this graph for flows with maxwnd ≥ 600, using dynamic right-sizing still performs significantly better.
B. One Static vs. One Dynamic
We propose three solutions to the above problem. The first solution simply increases the queue sizes in the routers so that losses are simply avoided, the effects of which are seen in Figure 3 for a queue size of 500 packets. In this case, the dynamic flow achieves nearly 100% network utilization and delivers 93.8Mbps throughput! However, this solution is the least realistic of the three solutions we discuss here because the Internet is an immense, decentralized, distributed system. The likelihood of all the routers in the Internet being upgraded with large buffers is effectively zero; and in fact, vendors generally underengineer their routers with less buffer space and rely on TCP for retransmissions in order to save money.
Another solution resets the congestion window to various fractions of the prior window after a loss [15] . This approach is quite important when the network delay is high because additive increase takes too long to converge (see section I-B) over high bandwidth*delay networks. Even better would be to avoid the losses altogether as other versions of TCP such as TCP Vegas [16] would do.
Our last solution is probably the most realistic and deployable of the three: adding a simple heuristic over the maxwnd variable that collects performance information based on the value of maxwnd. If performance degrades when maxwnd is increased and the congestion window is fluctuating rapidly, we know that we are overshooting available bandwidth and need to decrease maxwnd slightly. In essence, this technique uses the flow-control mechanism as a secondary congestion-control mechanism, which is inelegant but effective [10] .
For brevity, the results over the 1000Mbps network are not included here as they are similar to the 100Mbps results but with appropriate scaling by a factor of ten with respect to bandwidth, network utilization, and optimal "maximum window" size, i.e., 6500 packets for queue size 100. We observe similar behavior as in the prior section. For the smallest queue size, there is a sudden performance drop as we overflow the queueing available in the network, when maxwnd > 300. The value here is lower than the prior section due to the higher number of flows competing for queue space. Unfortunately, this is also a situation where static flows outperform dynamic flows. With 11 competing flows, the effective queue size per flow is only 9 packets; large windows permit TCP Reno to send large bursts, and thus incur many losses. Recall that this is a known problem of TCP Reno with known solutions.
C. Mostly Static
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For a queue size of 500, the network can handle larger bursts. Here, the dynamic flow performs well until maxwnd = 600. At this point, since the effective queue size per flow is now 45 packets, the dynamic flow still outperforms the static flows.
Lastly, with a queue size of 16,384 (large enough to avoid packet loss), the dynamic flow achieves nearly 16 times the bandwidth of any static flow. For maxwnd = 700, network utilization is over 99%.
As shown in Figure 5 for queue sizes of 500 and 16,384, the dynamic flow demonstrates a sublinear increase in bandwidth as maxwnd increases; an increase in maxwnd leads to larger bursts, that leads to longer queueing delays, that leads to an increased bandwidth-delay product, that in turn requires an even larger flow window for full network utilization. Increased delay also causes decreased performance for static flows as they hold constant the number of packets allowed outstanding per RTT while the RTT increases from 60ms to over 120ms in this case. Other TCP versions, such as TCP Vegas, avoid this feedback behavior by avoiding the use of large amounts of queue space in the network.
As far as the network is concerned, dynamic flows are no more than static flows with large buffers allocated. Thus, all prior research into the fairness and stability of TCP carries over when dynamic right-sizing is used. Although the dynamic flow achieves larger bandwidth than the static flows for sufficiently large maxwnd, this is not unfair. To show this, we use our measure that flows should achieve bandwidth comparable to the resources they dedicate to the connection. The dynamic flow allocates 16 times the memory (700 packets = 1 MB versus 44 packets = 64 KB) and receives 16 times the bandwidth. Under this measure, the results above are perfectly fair for a queue size of 16,384 and quite unfair against dynamic flows for a queue size of 100.
For the 1000Mbps network, we find results similar to Figure  5 with maxwnd and queue sizes appropriately scaled up by a factor of ten. Figure 6 shows the results of our experiments with an equal number of dynamic and static flows, five each. As in the previous section, we plot two curves: one representing the mean throughput of the static flows and the other representing the mean throughput of the dynamic flows. The scale on the dependent axis is reduced further from 1200 to 400 packets as the increased number of flows each acquire less total bandwidth.
D. Equal Number of Static & Dynamic
For the smallest queue size, we see some erratic behavior. As in the "mostly static" set of experiments with a queue size of 100, the performance of dynamic flows drops heavily for maxwnd ≈ 400 when queues become full. Unexpectedly, there is another jump when maxwnd = 650. A closer look at the preaveraged data reveals an interesting anomaly that we address below. Table I shows that the jump in the averaged data is due to a single dynamic flow's acquisition of many times the bandwidth of other dynamic flows. Unfortunately, the explanation is due to our use of a deterministic simulator and constant packet size. When packets arrive at a router on multiple links simultaneously, they are queued based on the numbering of the links, Static, Q=100 Dynamic, Q=100 Static, Q=500 Dynamic, Q=500 Static, Q=16384 Dynamic, Q=16384 i.e., lowest number first. Thus, when packets arrive at the same time, certain flows (those on lower numbered links) will have an advantage -especially when the first packet enqueued fills the queue and the second one is dropped.
In an attempt to minimize the effects of deterministic queueing, we interleaved the creation of static and dynamic flows. Unfortunately, that was insufficient here due to the particular packet timings. Similar artifacts can be seen in the real world, based on the particular queueing disciplines of routers. Random queueing order and random packet sizes reduce this effect but produce other unusual patterns.
When the queue size is 500, we again find the expected performance although it is slightly obfuscated due to the larger variation that five dynamic flows allow. The point at which network queues become saturated is less noticeable but still apparent at maxwnd ≈ 450.
For the largest queue size, behavior is also similar to this case in the prior section. Comparing this graph to the graph with ten static and one dynamic flows for maxwnd = 700, we see that the drop in each static flow's performance is now closer to 5 6 instead of 1 2 . That might seem unfair. However, we verify the experimental results in Figure 6 using our fairness definition.
• 10 flows share bandwidth, 5 of which allocate 700 segments× 1500 bytes segment = 1MB of memory and 5 of which allocate 64KB of memory, for a a total of 5440KB allocated.
• Assuming 100% link utilization, a flow should receive 100M bps 5440KB = 18.38Kbps per kilobyte they allocate to the connection.
• Thus, dynamic flows should acquire • That resolves to 314, 000 packets for dynamic connections and 19, 600 packets for static connections, given a 200s simulation and 1500B segments.
• These values correspond almost exactly to the last graph in Figure 6 . Similar analysis can be performed for the remaining points to conclude that the performance differences between static and dynamic flows is fair.
Because the results over the 1000Mbps topology are somewhat different for this set of experiments, Figure 7 present the results here for five static and five dynamic flows at 1000Mbps speeds and queue sizes of 100 and 16,834. The scale has been increased by a factor of ten. 
E. Mostly or All Dynamic
When most flows are dynamic, the effects the few static flows have on the network are negligible. Consequently, this case is essentially that of all dynamic flows. We combine our discussion of the two here.
Thus far, we have presented results showing how well dynamic flows perform over static flows. One foreseeable problem is that when a network runs only dynamic flows, it may be less stable due to heightened competition between flows. This does occur but produces behavior no more adverse than when too many static flows try to utilize a link. Figure 8 shows the results from our experiments with ten dynamic flows on the 100Mbps network with queue sizes of 100 Acks, Q=100 Acks, Q=16386 Rexmits, Q=100 Rexmits, Q=16386 Fig. 8 . Ten Dynamic Flows and 16,384. When the queue size is 100, the large losses are caused by the slow start / slow-start restart problem that we discussed earlier. Increasing the queue size decreases these losses to zero, and we see a perfectly horizontal line where each flow shares the same bandwidth. This can be explained as follows: For this 100Mb network, the fair bandwidth per flow is 10Mb. This leads to a fair bandwidth-delay product of between 50 and 100 packets, depending on queueing delay. This value is below the maximum value on the x-axis of this graph. Thus performance does not depend on maxwnd -all values in this graph are above 50 and never limit our flows.
V. RELATED & FUTURE WORK
Researchers at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center have an implementation of a similar idea which they refer to as "Automatic TCP Buffer Tuning" [12] . Our approach differs from theirs in one significant aspect: their advertised window is always simply the maximum socket size. This assumes that memory on the receiver is never a concern. We believe that this is an invalid assumption and that it violates TCP semantics in the sense that there will be cases when the host is unable to accept as much data as its advertised window claims it is able to accept. One case where this is serious is the case where a server has many connections such that the sum of the advertised windows is greater than available memory. The receiver must either drop packets it advertised it could handle (violating TCP semantics) or try to allocate nonexistent memory (crashing the machine). The choice will obviously be to drop packets, which seriously affects performance due to TCP congestion-control mechanisms. Our approach avoids these problems by maintaining the TCP flow-control semantics and using the advertised window in its original sense.
There are many problems with TCP in its various incarnations, as we have repeatedly pointed out. Many of these [17] , [6] , [7] become more pronounced when dynamic right-sizing is used and make it more important to apply the known solutions [16] , [18] , [19] , [20] . As system administrators and kernel developers slowly come to the realization that they need to upgrade their implementations of TCP, those problems will disappear.
In particular, we also performed all the above simulations 0-7803-7128-3/01/$10.00 (C) 20017 with TCP Vegas and found that with the proper choice of its α and β parameters, performance is generally better than TCP Reno, and there is less dependence on router buffer sizes. Using packet spacing with TCP Vegas eliminates the dependency altogether. We chose to present results for TCP Reno alone as few people use TCP Vegas. We are currently working on an implementation of this work in the Linux 2.4.4 kernel and plan to investigate the effects of dynamic right-sizing when other TCP extensions such as Forward Acknowledgement [21] or TCP Pacing [17] are enabled. In addition, we will study how dynamic right-sizing interacts with routers that implement explicit congestion notification [22] , [23] and new queueing disciplines such as BLUE [24] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive set of simulation results that demonstrate the benefits of using dynamic rightsizing in a wide range of networks. The approach delivers high performance and satisfies the goals of being dynamic and efficient with respect to utilizing resources as well as being fair and transparent to the end user, as described below.
First, by using an implementation of TCP that dynamically resizes its flow control window, the performance of TCP is no longer artificially throttled and can deliver orders of magnitude higher throughput between communicating nodes in a computational grid or to high-volume web servers. Second, this technique results in better overall network and kernel memory utilization by not statically allocating inappropriately sized buffers. Third, dynamic right-sizing eliminates the need for having to deal with the administrative headaches of optimizing buffers. Fourth, dynamic right-sizing is fair in the sense that flows acquire bandwidth proportional to the resources that it dedicates to the connection. And lastly, the above benefits are achieved transparently to the end user.
